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Following Knuth, we approach pfaffians from a combinatorial point of view and
produce a number of vector-based identities. Identities of Hirota, Ohta, and
Srinivasan are obtained as specializations. We also demonstrate an application to
Schur Q-functions.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A combinatorial approach to pfaffians has been taken by Knuth in a
recent paper [7] which contains an elegant proof of a classical pfaffian
identity. In this paper we follow his approach and also introduce other
combinatorial approaches to prove a host of pfaffian identities from physics
(e.g., Hirota [3], Ohta [10], and Tsujimoto and Hirota [16]). We also
provide a combinatorial proof of a result of Srinivasan [13] and prove a
vector-based pfaffian identity that appears to be new. The results proved
here all have in common that they are vector-based; that is, when summing
or selecting entries, we consider vectors of elements rather than individual
elements. Finally, we demonstrate an application to the theory of symmetric
functions by proving an identity for Schur Q-functions.
A (perfect) matching of an ordered vertex set v=(v1 , ..., vn) is a list of
edges such that each vertex belongs to exactly one edge. Let Fn denote the
set of all perfect matchings on [1, 2, ..., n]. Two edges (vi , vj) and (vk , vl)
where i< j and k<l are said to be crossed if i<k< j<l or k<i<l< j.
We define the sign of a matching to be (&1)m where m is the number of
crossings among the edges in the matching.
Given a skew symmetric matrix, A=(aij)1i< jn , with n even, where A
may be considered as a matrix with coefficients in any commutative ring R
with 1 # R, the pfaffian of A, denoted f [A], is defined by
f [A]= :
? # Fn
sgn(?) ‘
(i, j) # ?
aij .
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Pfaffians have been studied for almost two hundred years (see Knuth [7] for
a history), and their relationship to determinants is well known. In particular,
every determinant can be represented as a pfaffian (of a different but related
matrix), and, given a skew symmetric matrix, the square of its pfaffian is
equal to its determinant (for details, see, for example, Stembridge [14]).
We follow Knuth’s notation for pfaffians and use f [i1 } } } im] to denote the
pfaffian of the minor defined by rows and columns i1 , ..., im . We use f [:, ;]
to denote the determinant with rows indexed by : and columns
indexed by ; (where : and ; are vectors). We also use Knuth’s s( } ) notation
for sign. In this notation, for a set : and a matching, +, of :,
s(:, +)=(&1)m where m denotes the number of crossings among the edges
of the matching + on the set :. Similarly, for two words : and ;, s(:, ;)
equals zero if either : or ; has a repeated letter, or if ; contains a letter
not in :. Or, if these are not the case, s(:, ;) denotes the sign of the
permutation that takes : into the word ;(:";) (where :"; denotes the word
that remains when the elements of ; are removed from :). As Knuth did,
we mix sign notation by adopting the convention that, for ;/: and + a
matching of :";, s(:, +;)=s(:, ;) s(:";, +) and s(:, ;+)=s(:, ;) s(:";, +).
If, for example, ; consists of two elements, z and y, then s(:, zy+)=
s(:, zy) s(:"zy, +) so that zy+ is not an edge zy together with a matching,
+, but is rather two distinct points together with a matching, +. Note also
from Knuth [7], equation (0.7), s(:, ;#)=s(:, ;) s(:";, #).
Throughout the paper we assume there is some common underlying
matrix, A, and that :, ;, $, =, \, and # in the successive sections are vectors
of row and column indices of A. We use the notation : for the vector that
consists of the entries of : written in reverse order.
2. KNUTH’S APPROACH
Given two pfaffians, f [:] and f [;], and a row or column index, y # :,
Knuth’s method first constructs a graph by superimposing the two
matchings + and & from f [:] and f [;]. It then considers the path starting
at y and containing edges that alternate between + and &. If the path edges
are then swapped between matchings, this produces a sign-reversing
involution on such paths. Knuth considered the situation of expanding
about a single element, $=x. Our result is for $ a vector of elements, where
$ and ; do not share an element in common.
Theorem 2.1 (Ohta [10]; Tsujimoto and Hirota [16]).
:
y # ;
s(:;, y) f [:$y] f [:(;"y)]=& :
w # $
s(:$, w) f [:($"w)] f [:;w].
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Proof. We follow Knuth [7]. Consider the left hand side. Suppose + is
a perfect matching of :$y and & is a perfect matching of :(;"y). Construct
a graph by superimposing + and &. Note that the vertices in : will have
degree 2 (since they are in both matchings), while vertices in $ and ; will
have degree 1.
Consider the path that starts at y. It alternates edges from each of the
matchings and ends at some point z belonging to $ or ;. Let +1 and &1 be
the edges of + and & on this path and let +0 and &0 be the other edges of
+ and &, respectively. We define the matchings
+$=+0 _ &1 , &$=&0 _ +1 .
If the path terminus is z # ;, then +$ is a matching of :$z and &$ is a
matching of :(;"z). The sign of the original term is
s(:;, y) s(:$y, +) s(:(;"y), &)=s(:$yz, +z) s(:;, y&)
(by Knuth [7, (0.7)])
=s(:$yz, +0 +1z) s(:;, y&0&1)
=s(:$yz, +0&1 y) s(:;, z&0 +1)
(since, as in Knuth, the sign of the permutation sending +1z to &1 y is the
same as the sign of the permutation sending y&0&1 to z&0 +1 ; note further
that by a permutation sending +1z to &1 y we mean the permutation
that leaves the edges intact but takes the endpoints in the matching +1
together with z and permutes them to give the matching &1 and the extra
point y)
=s(:$yz, +$y) s(:;, z&$).
This is the negative of
s(:$zy, +$y) s(:;, z&$)=s(:;, z) s(:$z, +$) s(:(;"z), &$),
which, by a similar calculation as before, is the sign of the other term.
Now suppose z # $. Then +$ is a perfect matching of :($"z) and &$ is a
perfect matching of :;z. We see that this (surviving) term has the same
form as the terms on the right hand side of the equation. It remains to
check the sign.
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s(:;, y) s(:$y, +) s(:(;"y), &)
=s(:$y, +) s(:;, y&) (by comments in Section 1)
=s(:$, z) s(z:($"z) y, +) s(z:;, zy&) (move z out of $)
=&s(:$, z) s(:($"z) zy, +) s(:;z, zy&)
(since |:;| odd and |:$|&1 even)
=&s(:$, z) s(:($"z), +$) s(:;z, &$)
(since, as in Knuth, the sign of the permutation that takes +1 to &1 zy is the
same as the sign of the permutation that takes zy&0&1 to &0 +1). K
Several previously known theorems are corollaries of this result.
Corollary 2.2 (Laplace expansion). For x # # one has
f [#]= :
y # #; y{x
s(#, xy) f [xy] f [#"xy].
Proof. Theorem 2.1 with $=x and :=< and #=; _ x becomes
:
y # #; y{x
s(#"x, y) f [xy] f [#"xy]=&f [;x]. (1)
Then f [;x]=&f [x;]=&s(#, x) f [#] where the first equality follows
since ; must be odd. Now by Knuth [7, (0.7)], s(#, xy)=s(#"x, y) s(#, x).
So (1) becomes
:
y # #; y{x
s(#, xy)s(#, x) f [xy] f [#"xy]=s(#, x) f [#].
Multiply both sides by s(#, x) and note s(#, x)2=1 to yield
:
y # #; y{x
s(#, xy) f [xy] f [#"xy]= f [#]. K
Corollary 2.3. (Tanner [15]; Knuth [7]).
:
y # ;
s(:;, y) f [:xy] f [:(;"y)]=&f [:] f [:;x],
where x and y are both integers in the index set of the matrix A.
Proof (Theorem 2.1 with $=x.) To see that this corresponds exactly to
Knuth’s form, note that he includes x in ; and that, therefore, we denote
his ; here by ;Knuth , so that (;Knuth"x)=;. Then note s(:;Knuth , xy)=
s(;Knuth , xy)=s(;Knuth "x, y) s(;Knuth , x)=s(;, y) s(;Knuth , x), where the
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first equality follows because : is even, the second equality follows by (0.7)
of Knuth [7], and the third equality follows because (;Knuth "x)=;. The
s(;, y)=s(:;, y) appears already on the left hand side of our equation.
We see that the s(;Knuth , x) is a contribution from the right hand side,
for consider f [:;Knuth]=s(;Knuth , x) f [:x(;Knuth"x)]=&s(;Knuth , x) f
[:(;Knuth"x) x]=&s(;Knuth , x) f [:;x], where the change of sign in the
second equality comes about because (;Knuth"x) must be odd as ;Knuth
must be even. K
Corollary 2.4 (Hirota [3]).
:
y # ;
s(:;, y) f [:y] f [x:(;"y)]= f [:x] f [:;],
where x and y are both integers in the index set of the matrix A and x  ;.
Proof (Theorem 2.1 with $=<). Then the right hand side of Theorem 2.1
becomes zero. We bring one term from left hand side over to the right hand
side and replace the y in that term by x, bring x to the front of :; on terms
in the left hand side, and finally relabel ;"x as ;. K
3. SRINIVASAN’S RESULT
Corollary 2.2, termed the Laplace expansion, carries that name because
it is analogous to Laplace expansion for determinants. Srinivasan [13]
takes this expansion for pfaffians one step further to consider expanding
about many rows simultaneously. The theorem splits into three different
cases, depending on the size of the input. Additionally, in all three cases,
the right hand side contains more terms than the left hand side, and
equality is achieved through cancellation. In our proof we provide a counting
argument that performs this cancellation.
In Section 4 we provide a different theorem that also extends Laplace
expansion but has the same number of terms on each side and does not
require partitioning into cases.
We begin with a couple of technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Fix some even positive integer n, and put p :=n2. Let M
denote some n_n skew symmetric matrix in which the only nonzero above
diagonal entries mij occur for i # P :=[1, ..., p] and j # Q :=[ p+1, ..., n].
Then
f [12 } } } n]= f [P, Q ]=(&1)(
p
2) } f [P, Q],
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where f [P, Q ] denotes the determinant with rows indexed by P and columns
indexed by Q, but the order of the columns is reversed.
Proof. The pfaffian f [12 } } } n] consists only of the signed summands of
the form mi1 j1 } } } mip jp , where [i1 , ..., ip]=P and [ j1 , ..., jp]=Q. The same
terms occur in the determinant of the matrix (mij) i # P, j # Q , but with
possibly different signs. If, however, we permute the columns such that
their order will be reversed, the sign of the determinant will become equal
to that of the pfaffian term. K
Lemma 3.2. Assume 1p<q<n and p+q=n, and put : :=[1, ..., p],
; :=[ p+1, ..., n] so that |:|= p and |;|=q. Let # be a subset of ;, put t :=
|#|, and assume that p+t and q&t are even. Let + be a matching of :#, and
let & be a matching of ;"#. Then the number of crossings mod 2 between
matchings + and & is
:
w # #
w+ pt+
t(t+1)
2
.
Proof. The following reasoning is similar to that of Stembridge
[14, Proof of Lemma 4.2].
Note that the elements of : are all less than the elements of ; and so :
appears before ; and therefore before #. Let the vertices in : and # be
labelled in order c1 , c2 , ..., cp+t . Suppose we are given an arbitrary edge
(cr , cs) # +. Then the number of edges of & that cross (cr , cs) will agree
mod 2 with the number of vertices of ;"# between cr and cs . If cr , cs # :,
then no such vertices exist. Hence we have just two cases to consider: cr #
:, cs # # or cr , cs # #. If cr # :, cs # #, then the number of vertices in ;"#
between cs and cr is just the number of vertices before cs that are not
members of : or #. This number equals cs&s. If cr , cs # #, then the number
of vertices in ;"# between cs and cr is just the number of vertices between
cs and cr minus the number of vertices between them and belonging to +.
This number equals cs&cr&s+r. The total number of crossings is hence
:
cs , cr # #; (cr , cs) # +
(cs&cr&s+r)+ :
cs # #; cr # :; (cr , cs) # +
(cs&s) (2)
#\ :cs # # cs+ :s an index in # s+ mod 2. (3)
But since |:|= p and ci<cj for all ci # : and cj # #, the total number of
crossings mod 2 is
:
w # #
w+ pt+
t(t+1)
2
. K
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Theorem 3.3 (Srinivasan [13]). For all increasing sequences : and ;
with distinct elements and |:|= p, |;|=q, where p and q are even, we have
f [:;]= :
q&2
t=0
:
#/;; |#|=t
(&1) (t&q)2+1 s(;, #) f [:#] f [;"#]
if p<q, or
f [:;]= :
q&2
t=0
:
#/;; |#|=t
(&1) (t&q)2+1 s(;, #) f [:#] f [;"#]
+(&1) p( p&1)2 f [:, ;] if p=q, or
f [:;]= :
q&2
t=0
:
#/;; |#|=t
(&1) (t&q)2+1 s(;, #) f [:#] f [;"#]
+(&1)q(q&1)2 :
$/:; |$| = p&q
s(:, $) f [$] f [(:"$), ;]
if p>q.
The sums are over strictly increasing sequences and even integers t.
Proof. We begin by considering the first case, p<q, and then discuss
how to modify this argument to account for the other two cases.
As in Lemma 3.2 we assume without loss of generality that : and ; are
two complementary subsets of [1, 2, ..., n] with : occurring before ;.
We prove this result by a simple counting argument on the sign. By
examining the signs of the matchings associated to each pfaffian we will
show that for a given term, the number of positive terms of that type on
the right hand side is one more than the number of negative terms of that
type on the right hand side.
For example, suppose :=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and ;=7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and our matching is (1, 3), (2, 13), (4, 11), (5, 9),
(6, 16), (7, 20), (8, 10), (12, 15), (18, 19), (14, 17). Then this matching
occurs once on the left hand side but many times on the right hand side,
e.g., with #=9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16 then there is a matching + on :# of (1, 3),
(2, 13), (4, 11), (5, 9), (6, 16), (12, 15) and a matching & of ;"# of (7, 20),
(8, 10), (18, 19), (14, 17), but with #=9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 there is a
matching + on :# of (1, 3), (2, 13), (4, 11), (5, 9), (6, 16), (12, 15), (14, 17)
and a matching & on ;"# of (7, 20), (8, 10), (18, 19).
Fix some #. Then fix a matching, ?, of :; which can be partitioned into
a matching + of :# and a matching & of ;"# (the choice of matching ?
depends on #). Then we can talk about a specific collection of edges x and
enumerate the occurrences of that term on the right hand side.
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First note that the sign coming from s(;, #), times the sign on the part
of x in f [:#], times the sign on the part of x in f [;"#] is nothing more
than the sign of x in f [:;] by the following reasoning.
The sign of x in f [:;] has contributions from three sources: crossings
caused by edges with both vertices in [:#], crossings caused by edges with
both vertices in [;"#], and crossings caused by edges with one vertex in
[:#] and one vertex in [;"#]. The signs involved in the first two of these
are clearly the signs of x from f [:#] and f [;"#]. The sign contribution
from the crossings between the two sets is just the number of crossings
between the two sets which is w # # w+ pt+ t(t+1)2 mod 2 by Lemma 3.2.
We now show that this number is equal mod 2 to the sign of the
permutation that arranges #(;"#) in ascending order. We have assumed ;
and # are both ascending, so we just need to put the #i ’s back in their
proper places. Then each #i must change places with #i& p&i elements to
move back to its proper place in the sequence (we subtract p as we are
offset by p because : appears before ;). In total there are
\ :#i # # #i+tp+
t(t+1)
2 + mod 2
inversions. Hence s(;, #) equals the number of crossings caused by edges
with one vertex in :# and one vertex in ;"# modulo 2, as required.
The preceding argument shows that for our given term x, the sign con-
tribution from s(;, #), f [:#], and f [;"#] will be the same for each
occurrence of x. The only other factor is the sign from (&1) (t&q)2+1. We
will show that this sign alternates and that there is one more positive than
negative occurrence of x. From the preceding discussion of the pfaffian
signs, we know furthermore that the sign on the surviving occurrence of x
will ultimately be the same sign as the occurrence of x in f [:;].
Fix x. We want to count the number of times x appears on the right
hand side. We do this by considering the number of ways edges from x can
belong to +, the matching of :#. Since : is fixed, any edge involving an
element of : will always appear in +. The portion of + that changes is the
portion involving those elements of # not matched to elements in :. So we
want to consider the number of ways edges from x can belong to the
portion of + not involving elements from :. Recall |#|=t, let r be the
number of elements of # matched to elements of :, and let #i1 , ..., #ir be these
elements. Let l :=t&r be the number of elements of # matched instead to
other elements in # and let #j1 , ..., #jl be those elements. This implies l is
even. We consider the number of choices for #j1 , ..., #jl . Since there are
q+ p
2
edges in x (because |;|=q, |:|= p), and since r+ p2 of them have endpoints
in : or [#i1 , ..., #ir] by the preceding discussion,
q+ p
2 &
r+ p
2 =
q&r
2 edges in x
have endpoints in ;"#i1 } } } #ir .
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How many ways can we select l of these points to be #j1 , ..., #jl ? This is
equivalent to selecting l2 edges from the q&r2 available. Hence if l=2k,
there are ( (q&r)2k ) choices for the edges in x having endpoints #j1 } } } #jl .
In order to find the total number of occurrences of x we must sum up
these binomial coefficients with appropriate signs attached. Recall that the
sign is (&1)(q&t)2+1=(&1)(q&r&l)2+1. Then the sum is
(&1)(q&r)2+1 \(q&r)20 ++(&1) (q&r&2)2+1 \
(q&r)2
1 ++ } } }
+(&1)(q&r&(q&r)+2)2+1 \ (q&r)2(q&r)2&1+ . (4)
Let m=(q&r)2. Then (4) equals
(&1)m+1 \m0 ++(&1)m \
m
1 ++(&1)m&1 \
m
2++ } } } +(&1)2 \
m
m&1+ .
If m is odd, the number of occurrences of x on the right hand side is
\m0 +&\
m
1 ++\
m
2 ++ } } } +\
m
m&1+= :
m&1
i=0
(&1) i \mi + . (5)
If m is even, the number of occurrences of x on the right hand side is
&\m0 ++\
m
1 +&\
m
2 ++ } } } +\
m
m&1+= :
m&1
i=0
(&1)i+1 \mi + . (6)
Recall from the binomial theorem that (1+ y)m=mi=0 (
m
i ) y
i. Substitut-
ing y=&1 into the binomial theorem then implies 0=mi=0 (&1)
i ( mi ).
Then 0=m&1i=0 (&1)
i ( mi )+(&1)
m ( mm) and so (&1)
m+1=m&1i=0 (&1)
i ( mi ).
So for m even, m&1i=0 (&1)
i+1 ( mi )=1 and, for m odd, 
m&1
i=0 (&1)
i ( mi )=1.
Hence, both alternating sums in (5) and (6) are equal to +1 as desired.
If p=q, we additionally have the case that all elements in : are matched
to all elements in ; but there are no :-to-: and no ;-to-; edges. Since there
are no :-to-: or ;-to-; terms, the matrix under consideration only has
entries of the form a:i ;j and a;j :i , namely a p_p square in the upper right
hand corner (and, of course its negative in the lower left hand corner).
Then by Lemma 3.1 the pfaffian is the same as the determinant f [:, ;]
with sign (&1) p( p&1)2.
If p>q, we additionally have the case that all elements in ; are matched
to elements in : and there are no ;-to-; edges. As p>q, all elements in :
are not ‘‘used up’’ and so must be matched to each other. This case is counted
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by the f [$] f [(:"$), ;] term. The outside sign follows by the same reasoning
as in the p=q case. The inside sign follows by the same reasoning as that
which accounted for the s(;, #) sign. K
4. EXPANSION RESULTS
Before we prove the theorem we need the following lemma, a result of
Pressley and Segal [11] and, independently, Stembridge [14], for the
pfaffian of the sum of two matrices:
Lemma 4.1. Assume n is even and A and B are of order n. Then
f [A+B]=:
J
sg(J ) f [AJ] f [BJc],
summed over all J/[1, ..., n] with |J | even and J c the complement of J, and
where sg(J )=(&1) (j # J j)&|J |2.
The proof is a straightforward argument following from an expansion of
both sides (see Pressley and Segal [11, p. 241], Stembridge [14, Lemma 4.2],
or Ishikawa and Wakayama [5]).
The right hand side of Theorem 4.2 contains a determinant, as does the
right hand side of Theorem 3.3. The right hand side also bears a resem-
blance to the pfaffian-determinant-pfaffian expressions of Ishikawa and
Wakayama [5]; however, we have not found a direct link between these
two results.
Theorem 4.2. Let $/;=[1, 2, ..., n] be fixed and even or equal to one,
and occurring at the front of ;. Let sg(:) for some : be defined as
(&1)i1 :i+|:|2 if : is even, and (&1):+1 if |:|=1. Then one has
f [;]= :
\, #
:
=/\; |=|=|#|
sg(\ _ #) sg(\"=) f [\"=] f [=, # ] f [;"\#],
where the first sum is over all \/$ and #/;"$ such that |#||\|.
Proof. Since applying the same permutation to rows and columns of a
matrix changes the pfaffian only by a sign, we can assume without loss of
generality that the indices corresponding to $ are in the upper left hand
corner of the matrix, hence the assumption that $ occurs at the front of ;.
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Let the skew symmetric matrix concerned be denoted (aij)n_n .
Define n_n matrices A and B by
Ai, j={aij0
if i or j # $
otherwise,
Bi, j={a ij0
if i and j  $
otherwise.
Lemma 4.1 requires that we select all possible sets J such that |J | is even.
We proceed to show that J must include terms from $ and that there is a
limit on how many non$ terms it can include.
Consider the pfaffian of the submatrix AJ of A indexed by some fixed J.
Write J=\ _ # for some \/$ and some #/;"$.
The term f [;"\#] corresponds exactly to f [BJ c] in Lemma 4.1, and the
term sg(\ _ #) corresponds exactly to sg(J ).
The terms sg(\"=) } f (\"=) } f [=, # ]for fixed \, # and varying =
correspond to f [AJ] by the following reasoning. Apply Lemma 4.1 to AJ ;
more precisely, define A =(a^ij) i, j # J and B =(b ij) i, j # J as
a^ij :={aij0
if i # \ and j # \
otherwise,
b ij :={aij0
if (i # \ and j  \) or (i  \ and j # \)
otherwise.
Thus, one has AJ=A +B , and Lemma 4.1 implies
f [AJ]= :
=/\, |\"=| even
sg(\"=) } f (A \"=) } f (B = _ #).
Trivially, we have A \"= A\"= and thus f (A \"=)= f [\"=] for all possible
choices of =. Moreover, f (B = _ #)=0 holds in case |=|{|#|, while in case
|=|=|#| the pfaffian f (B = _ #) equals the determinant f [=, # ] by Lemma 3.1. K
Corollary 4.3 (Laplace expansion). For ;=[1, 2, ..., n], and x # ;,
one has
f [;]= :
y # ;; y{x
s(;, xy) f [xy] f [;"xy].
Proof. Theorem 4.2 with $=x. To work out the sign, use the fact
s(;, xy)=s(;, x) s(;"x, y) from Knuth [7, Eq. (0.7)]. K
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5. APPLICATIONS TO SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
Using the fact that Schur Q-functions can be defined in using pfaffians,
we can use the results derived above to extend a classical recurrence rela-
tion for Schur Q-functions. See Schur [12], Morris [9], or Hoffman and
Humphries [4]. The classical recurrence is actually nothing more than an
application of Laplace expansion (Corollary 2.2) to Schur Q-functions, and
in the same way, we can apply Theorem 4.2 to the Schur Q-functions to
obtain our result.
First note the Schur Q-functions (or, simply Q-functions) can be defined as
Q*(x)= pf [Q(*i , *j)(x)]1i< jn
for l even and where Q(r, s)(x)=qr(x) qs(x)+2  si=1 (&1)
s qr+i (x) qs&i (x)
for
qk(x)=2 :
n
i=1
xi ‘
n
j=1; j{k
xk+xj
xk&x j
.
Then we have the following result using Theorem 4.2:
Theorem 5.1. If m is even or 1 and is fixed such that mn, then,
Q*(x)= :
m
t=1
:
min[n&m, t]
k=0
:
i1 , ..., ik/[1, ..., t]
:
j1 , ..., jk/[m+1, ..., n]
sg([t] _ [ j])
_sg([t]"[i]) Q*1 } } } *t"*i1 } } } *ik(x)
_det(Q(*ir , *js)(x)) Q*t+1 } } } *n"*j1 } } } *jk(x),
where [t]=[1, 2, ..., t], [ j]=[ j1 , ..., jk], [i]=[i1 , ..., ik], and k is even if
m>1.
As a corollary we have the classical result, if |*| is even and m=1,
Q*(x)= :
n
j=2
(&1) j Q(*1 , *j)(x) Q*"[*1 , *j](x).
As noted above, this result is also a consequence of Corollary 2.2.
Using Theorems 2.1 and 3.3 we could also derive identity results for
Q-functions. As far as we are aware, such results have not appeared in the
literature, although Jozefiak and Pragacz have used a result of DeConcini
and Procesi [1] to prove results in their determinantal formula paper [6].
The DeConciniProcesi result is, in turn, a specialization of a result of
Wenzel [2, 7, 17], although this fact does not seem to appear in the
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literature. Since Knuth proved Wenzel’s result using his methods, it is
possible we could use similar methods to generalize the results here to
produce Wenzel-type results.
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